INTRODUCTION
Design of a fuzzy control system can be realized in two different methods, namely Mamdani models and TakagiSugeno (T-S) fuzzy models. This paper will consider the T-S fuzzy model that yields the representation of a nonlinear system partitioned into linear model n different state space s i regions. (Pedrycz et al., 1997) , (Park, 1999) and (Yager et al., 1994) .
In many complex industrial applications such as Mamdani's steam engine and boiler combination (Assilian et al., 1974 ) , Kickert's warm water plant (Kickert et al., 1976) , etc. rule based fuzzy control system did not involve some of the important features such as optimality and robustness. Thus, there has been considerable attention in stability analysis and design of fuzzy control systems and model--S based T fuzzy models.
Although it is possible to obtain the mathematical model of most control systems, linearization of nonlinear models of these systems are often very difficult. In real world many complex systems such as chemical, metallurgical, biological, mechanical, energy and environmental types of dynamic systems are difficult to describe using linearization or identification techniques.
A modern chemical plant consists of interconnected units such as heat exchangers, reactors, distillation columns, mixers and etc. with high degree of integration to achieve energy e ciency. The four ffi -tank system has attracted recent attention because it exhibits characteristics of interest in both control research and education. In our paper we will consider a similar process with three interconnected tanks system for control research . (Ksontini et al., 2003) In order to described this plant we will use Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model. Fuzzy approach by use T-S Fuzzy model is a cost effective method of designing or understanding behavior of these chemical plants when compared to study through classical approach.
Takagi and Sugeno proposed a multimodel approach to overcome the difficulties of the conventional modeling techniques. The proposed multimodel is called the T-S fuzzy model, whose construction is based on the identification using input output data or derivation from given non --linear system equations, i.e., the physical properties of the system (Takagi et al., 1985) , (Tanaka et al., 2001) . The main feature of T-S fuzzy models is to represent the nonlinear dynamics by simple models according to the so-called sub model and -fuzzy rules and then to blend all the simple models into an overall single model through nonlinear fuzzy membership functions. ( ) M. A. J. Koopaee et al.,2015 In many control systems, it is vital to consider the limiting factors such as saturation of actuators. In actuators, the amplitudes and rates of change of signals are bounded to Abstract: This paper aims to introduce a systematic design procedure that ensures the stability of nonlinear systems with saturation on output signal described by Takagi fuzzy models. The -Sugeno -(T S) overall design was acquired by the fuzzy "blending" of these linear models. Linear controllers are then designed for each linear model via par the amplitudes and rates of allel distributed compensation. As signal's change in practical actuators , a are limited to certain maximum levels nalysis and design of controllers for the output constraint is a very actual topic. Stability analysis can be performed via Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs) according to these constraints on the control input/output for T-S fuzzy control systems. These LMIs can be solved using software packages such as MATLAB's LMI Toolbox. In this paper consider terconnected tank system which described by fuzzy model was used to ed in T-S demonstrate this design procedure. The fuzzy model was developed in MATLAB Simulink and LMI Toolbox was used to generate the code that determines the control vector subject to the design approach introduced in this paper. 
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Manafaddin Namazov* Abbas Alili** certain maximum levels. Therefore, an additional constraint is needed for the stabilization approach of T-S fuzzy model. Thus, the analysis of the stability of T-S fuzzy systems with constraint on the output is not only of theoretical interest, but also of practical value.
T-S FUZZY MODEL
A T-F-S fuzzy system is described by fuzzy I THEN rules that represent locally linear input-output relations of the system. The overall fuzzy model of the system is obtained by fuzzy blending of linear system models. The 
STABILITY ANALYSIS USING LMI'S
The stabilization of a fuzzy control system has been investigated extensively in the non-linear system stability (Tanaka et al., 1985) . The main issue is selecting i K coefficient matrices to stabilize the non-linear   
